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Consider the graded ring B(S) = BnzO B(.Zn), where B(Zn) is the Burnside ring of the sym- 
metric group of degree n, Z,,. Our main aim is to provide B(S) with the structure of operator 
ring by introducing a third operation, ‘v’, called outer plethysm, which satisfies the suitable 
identities. Also, we establish the basic ideas for the study of a P-rings theory. 
1. Introduction 
The set il of all A-operations (natural transformations from the underlying set 
functor, from the category of I-rings to the category of sets, to itself) is a A-ring 
[lo, Chapter I]. 
The free l-ring in one generator, Z[u,,u,, . ..I (where Ak(u,)=uk, V’kzl), and 
the graded ring R(S) = BnzO R(&) (where R(C,) is the representation ring of the 
symmetric group of degree n, &) are A-rings isomorphic to /1 [l, 9, lo]. 
Knutson conjectures in [lo] that the operation of R(S) (called outer plethysm) 
which corresponds with the composition of /1 can be described through a suitable 
wreath product. Hoffman proves and describes this connection in [9]. 
Now, consider the abelian group B(S) = BnzO B(&), where B(Zn) is the 
Burnside ring of the group 2, (see [6]); then, B(S) becomes a graded ring with the 
cross product, ‘x’, defined in Section 4. 
In this paper we provide B(S) with the structure of operator ring by defining a 
third operation, ‘v’ (outer plethysm), which satisfies the identities of Definition 4.4. 
Observe that ‘v’ will not be right additive, therefore we have to define ‘bva’ for 
every a in B(S) and not merely for an ‘a’ in some B(_Za). We use only algebraic 
techniques, avoiding the topological description of the Burnside ring given by 
Dieck [4]. 
Similar results to Lemmas 4.7 and 4.9 can be found in Brennan’s thesis [13, 
Chapter III], and they have been included here in order to make this paper more 
selfcontained. 
Finally, in Section 5 we point out some notes about P-rings. 
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Notation 
In general, we follow the notation of [9], but we write R(S) instead of S. 
If I+V : Sz + I’ is a group homomorphism, w* (resp. u/*) will be the restriction 
(resp. induction) from R(T) or B(r) to R(D) or B(Q) (resp. from R(Q) or B(O) to 
R(T) or B(T)). 
The existence and properties of restriction and induction maps in the Burnside 
ring of a finite group are recalled in Section 3. 
The wreath product l--Z, (natural action) will be denoted by LYk(r). Also, we 
use the symbol ‘ 3 ’ to denote the cross product instead of ‘x’. 
b-4 is the set of nonnegative integers. For each k in N, an r-partition of k is a 
sequence (i , ,..., i,.) such that ij is in N forj-l,..., rand iI+.--+i,=k. 
In Section 2 we identify the rings R(Tt xr,) and R(Tt)OZ?(T,), for all finite 
groups r, and r,. 
2. The operator ring R(S) 
As we have already recalled, the operation ‘composition’ of /1 is transferred to 
R(S) through the isomorphism LI =&Z(S), and then R(S) becomes an operator ring. 
Hoffman [9, p. 28-291 proves that the behaviour of this operation ‘v’ for elements 
PER, aER(2,) is 
b v a = &KMa))(n*(b))l 
where the group homomorphisms 
e:z,<z+z,,, 77 :z;((_z[) + z;, 
are the inclusion and the projection, respectively, and the map 
acts on actual representations by 
r,(M) = kf@%M 
with the obvious action of Zk(Z,) (see [9, p. 12,...]). 
Up to now, ‘b V a’ has not been described when a = a, + 0.. + a, with aj in R(Z4) 
forj=l,..., r (there is no problem concerning b due to the left additivity of ‘V’). 
In order to suggest the ‘good’ definition of the operation ‘V’ in B(S) we give such 
a description, of which the proof is omitted. 
Proposition 2.1. Let b E R(zk), aj E R(Z,,) (j = 1, . . . , r). Then 
bv(a,++-.+a,)= C (O,), 
a 
[(y ?, (aj)) (n:d,“(b))] (1) 
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where the summation is over r-partitions (II = (i ,, . . . , i,.) of k; 19~ is the composition 
3. Restriction and induction in the Burnside ring 
If r is a finite group, by B(T) we shall denote the Burnside ring of r as defined 
by Dress [6]; this is the Grothendieck ring of the semiring of the isomorphism 
classes of finite r-sets, where the sum is defined by the disjoint union and the 
product by the Cartesian product with diagonal action. If X is a r-set, we shall 
denote also by X the corresponding element in B(T). 
Induction 3.1. Let I$ : T-t 51 be a group homomorphism, X a r-set. In the Cartesian 
product D xX we define the equivalence relation - given by (g, x) - (gt, xi) if and 
only if there exists h in r such that g, = g@(h-‘) and x1 = hx. 
- 
We shall denote the equivalence class of (g,x) by (g, x). 
The set Q x$X = Q x X/- is an Q-set with the action 
gi(gJ) = (g,g,x), vgi,gEQ,XEX 
and it is called the O-set induced from X by @, and denoted by G*(X). 
By additivity, @* is extended to a homomorphism of abelian groups 
Q* : B(r) -+ B(Q). 
Restriction 3.2. Let @ : T-t D be a group homomorphism and X an Q-set. Then X 
becomes a r-set, denoted by @*(X)=X,, with respect to the action 
hx := @(h)x, Vh Er. 
@* is extended to a homomorphism of abelian groups 
G* : B(Q) + B(r). 
Proposition 3.3. Let @ : r+ Q and w : Q -+ r be homomorphisms of finite groups. 
Then 
(i) @* is a homomorphism of commutative rings with unit; 
(ii) (w@)* = @*v/*; 
(iii) (w@)* = WA&; 
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(iv) If @ is an isomorphism, then @,@*=idsCn), @*q&= ideCr); 
(v) If r= 52 and @ is an inner automorphism, then @* = @* = id,,,, . 0 
Theorem 3.4 (Mackey). If cz : r-+ A and /? : Q + A are inclusions of subgroups, then 
p*a* = c (P&J*(q* 
g 
where g ranges over a set of (r, O)-double coset representatives, ag : Tg n Sz + r is 
given by a,(x) = gxg-‘, and fig : Tg f~ L? --$ Q is the inclusion. •! 
Theorem 3.5 (Frobenius). Let a : r+ Q be a group homomorphism. For every x in 
B(T) and every y in B(Q), one has 
a,(x). y = a,(x. a*(y)). 0 
The proofs of Proposition 3.3 and Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 are standard. Dress com- 
ments the existence of these properties in [7, p. 421 in connection with the idea of 
B(-) as G-functor [8]. 
Another property that we will need is the following: 
Proposition 3.6. If the diagram is a pullback of finite groups, then zTa*=j&z*. 
P 
52-D I 
rl I I Xl 
cz 
r - r, q 
The proof is a routine checking. 
4. Operator ring structure in B(S) 
As we have already mentioned, B(S) = BkzO B(LSk) is an abelian group. The 
following ring homomorphism will be very useful: 
Definition 4.1. If r,,& are finite groups, and (for i = 1,2) 71; : r, x r, + ri denote 
the projections, the homomorphism ,u : Il(T + B(Tl x r,) is defined as the 
composition of n@nf followed by the juxtaproduct 
B(r,xr2)c3B(r,~r,)+B(r, XT,). 
This can be done in the obvious way for more than two factors. Sometimes the 
notation x@y will be used instead of ,u(x@_Y). 
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Let r be a finite group and P= nkrO B(Z;((r)). The definition of the cross pro- 
duct, ><, is (analogous to [9, p. 61): 
POPX-P 
with components 
where Q, : Xii(r) xZ;(T) -+Zi,j(T) is the obvious group homomorphism. 
With this multiplication B(S) becomes a graded ring (r= 1). 
Also, we define the multiplication 0 on the group @,“=a B(ZkGX’,(r))) (see [9, 
p. 81) given on components by the commutativity of the diagram 
0 





B(~k(~;:i(r))X~~(Cj(r))) e B(Xk((~;X~j)(r))) 
where fi is given in Definition 4.1 and 
are the obvious group homomorphisms. 
Now, we define the map T from the set of isomorphism classes of simple r-sets 
to P, with components T, given by 
Tk(X) is a &(T>-set with the action 
k 1,...,g,;a)(x,,...,x,) = (glx,-l~l),...,gkXa-l(k)). 
Proposition 4.2 (see [9, (3.7) and p. 1121). T can be extended to a homomorphism 
from the additive group B(S) to the group P with the cross product. (See [9, (1.6) 
and (2.3)]). 
Moreover, T satisfies the following properties: 
(0) For every r-set Y, Tk(Y) = Yx ... x Y with the same action as above; 
(i) T,(x) = 1 and T,(x) =x, for every XE B(T); 
(ii) T(x + y) = T(x) & T(y), for every x, y E B(T); 
(iii) The following diagram commutes: 
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where the product ranges over all the k,, . . . , k, 2 0; p has components 
and A@) 3 k,,...,k,=4,,...,k, &fined from A0 
ak ,...., k, : zk,(r) x “‘x&(r)+&(r) (k=k&+k,); 
(iv) T(xy) = T(x) T(y) for every x, y E B(T); 
(v) The following diagram commutes: 
w-1 T ‘P 
T 
I _ I 
5 
u 
p - n wk(-w-))) 
k,lzO 
where 5 has components 
ck,[ : &q(r)) + wk(&l(m 
which act on B&(r)) in the same way as Tk (Z,(r) playing the role Of r). We will 
SOmt?timeS denote &, , = Tk . 
0 has components Ok,, = 6,$, where 
&,,[(gll, . ..9g./; o1), ---,(gkl, .“9 gkl; o/&i 71 
= h ,...,gl/,...,gkl,...,gk[;(~l,...,~k;7)1. 
Sketch of proof. (o), (i) and (ii) are not difficult. 
(iii) It is enough to prove that both ,aT@’ and A”“T coincide on r-sets, their 
images are contained in the set of x-invertibles of B(zk,(r) X 0-a Xzk,(r)), and 
are homomorphisms from ‘+’ to ‘x’; then proceed in the same way as the proof 
of [9, (3.7) III]. 
(iv) Check the statement for X, Y r-sets and then follow the proof of [9, Proposi- 
tion (3.7) IV]. 
(v) The diagram commutes for r-sets. Now, the proof is similar to [9, (3.7) 
V]. q 
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Lemma 4.3. Let aE B(,JQr)), b E B(L’(r)). Then 
T,(a 3 b) = T,(a) 8 T,(b). 
Proof. Follow step by step the proof of [9, Proposition (2.10)]. 0 
Our main aim is to provide B(S) with the structure of operator ring. Let us recall 
what this means: 
Definition 4.4. An operator ring is a commutative ring R with identity 1, and with 




(4) x1 Ve=xl, 
for all x,,x~,x~ in R. 
We want to define the operation ‘V’ in B(S). Let !?,I,, . . ..f. be elements in N. 
For every r-partition of k, (r = (i,, . . . , i,), one has the group homomorphisms 0,, S, 
and TC, mentioned in Proposition 2.1. 
Definition 4.5. Let b E B(Ck), aj EB(X,,) (j = 1, . . . , r). We define the composition 
‘v’ in B(S) by 
bv(al+**-+a,) = c (6,), 
a 
[( ,$ Ti, (aj)) (G&Z(b))] 
where the sum ranges over all r-partitions of k: a= (il, . . ..i.). 
In some cases an element a in B(S) will not be represented as a sum a= 
a, + .-- + a, with each summand aj appearing in a different B&C,.); so we have to 
prove that this composition does not depend on the representation of a. 
Proposition 4.6. The operation composition ‘V ’ of Definition 4.5 is well defined. 
Proof. Let a,=cl+d,EB(Zl,), ajEB(Zb) (j=2,...,r). Put 10:=/l, ai:=c,, a;:= 
dl, aj’:=aj (j=2,..., r). For every (r + 1)-partition of k, cx’ = (ii. . . . , i:), consider the 
r-partition of k, a = (ii+ i,‘, ii, . . . , i,!) = (il, i2, . . . , i,). 
Let c#I,, be the group homomorphism 
and B,,, 6,, S,,, S,, -n,,, n, as before. It is easy to check that 
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So, we have (fl,,),=(0,),(@,,)* and z$&~,=@,*,n,*8,*. 
Now, 
] 
by Frobenius reciprocity 
when IX’ ranges over all (r+ I)-partitions of k, (Y ranges over all 
r-partitions of k. Put P(a) for the set of (r+ I)-partitions (Y’ de- 
fining the same a 
= ; (a, C 
P(a) 
= ; (e,),[(~,(a;,+a;)OT,,(a~>O...OT,,.(a:))(~,*s,*(b))l 
=bv(a,+...+a,). Cl 
Lemma 4.7 (see [9, Theorem (1.2)] and [3, Chapter III]). Let n = .zl + .a. + E,= 
o,+...+o, wirh q~th (i=l,..., r) and q~tk. (j=l,..., s). Let H,K be the sub- 
groups of _&: 
H=&,,x...x&~, K = &,, x... x&,. 
Let M be the set of all M-matrices r x s with row sums (cl, . . . , E,) and column sums 
(W ,, . . . . w,). Let C= {HgK: gE_Z,,}. 
Then there exists a bijective map Y: M --t C such that if Y[A = (aij)] = HgK, then 
Hgfl K = (C,,, x 1.. x&J x ... x(&,~x ... x&J SE,,. 
Proof. Omitted. 0 
Notations for Proposition 4.8 
k = k,+k,. 
& = (il, . ..) i,) is an r-partition of k. 
El = (ill, . . . . ilr) is an r-partition of kl. 
c2= (izl, . . . . izr) is an r-partition of k2. 
@ :zk,Xzjcz+zj(. 
6,, : ‘zj,, x ... x.z;:i,,‘LYkr. 
4, : El,, X ‘.’ X~iz,~~kz. 
6, 1 Z;, X”’ X.Zi,+Zk* 
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Proposition 4.8. Property 2 of Definition 4.4 is valid in B(S). 
Proof. We have to prove (b, 3 &) V a = (b, V a) & (b2 V a) for all b,b,, a in B(S). By 
bi-additivity of x and left additivity of ‘V’ we may assume b, E B(Zk,), b2 E B(Ek2). 
Let a=a,+...+a, with ajEB(Zb) (j=l,..., r). 
(b, x b2) V a = @,(b, Obz) V a 
= ; (H,),[(~7,(a~))(li:h:O,(b,~q)))] = 
by the Mackey theorem and Lemma 4.7 
by applying Proposition 3.6 to TC~Q =cc8 and putting E := aI + s2 
since yit = (n,, 0 TI,,) y 
= c (&)* 
Now, @*CO, Tj(aj))= 0, q(T,(aj))= @j (T,,@j)OT,,(a~H (the 
last equality is due to Proposition 4.2(iii)). By Frobenius reciprocity 
= C (6x0, 
K 
F 1T,,(a,)@T,2J(a,)l) (~*[,,*ij,q(h,)r?,,:~~(~~)l)] 
since &a = o v/(0,, 0 e,,) 7 and by Frobenius reciprocity 
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Lemma 4.9. Let H=&(Z,,,) and K=&,x...x&,,~, with a,,++..+a,,=&,fl, be 
subgroups of &,,, . 
In the set of all N-matrices E~ xs with row sums (I,, . . . , I,) and column sums 
(0 ,,, . . . , a,,) define the equivalence relation - by BEI - Bi, if and only if there exists 
a certain permutation of the E, rows of BE, to obtain BE,. The equivalence class of 
BE, is written [B,,]. 
Let M be the set of all equivalence classes and C= (HgK: g EZ~,~,). Then there 
exists a bijective map 
such that, tf Y([B,,]) = HgK with BE, = (bij), then Hfl Kg-’ = Z~,(ZYy(,j; x ... x 
-qCl,f) x ... x &p,(Zyvclp x ... x Eyv(lp) where {y(l)‘, . . . , ~(1)~‘) is the set of all 
s-partitions of/,: y(l)‘=(y(l)‘,, . . . . y(l):) (i=l , . . ..p.), and ei is the number of rows 
of BE, which are equal to y(l)‘. 
Proof. Let [B,,] EM, BE, = (bij). We define Y([B,,]) = HgK with g given by: 
For I=(i- 1)11 + b;, + ...+bi(j_1)+t (l~t~bij) 
lg = alI + 1.. +tl(j_l)+ blj+ ... + bU_l)j+ t. 
If [&,I = [B,,] with B,, = (&), let o E ZC, be such that 
~i~,j = b;j (lSi_(El; I<j_iS). 
Also, we put a=(1 ,..., l;a)~&,(Z;,). 
(2) 
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Let 1 be as before and g defined for BE, as g for B,,. Now, 
lo=(io-l)f,+~i~,,+~~~ +5j,j_,+t (l<tl5i,j), 
(!o)g = a,, + *‘. +a,,j_, + 6,j + ‘*. + b;,_,,j + t. 
So, ag = gr for some r EK. Then !P is well defined. 
We define @ : C-PM by @(HgK) = [B,,] with B,, = (bij) and bij the cardinal of 
the intersection 
CD is well defined; in fact: 
Let g = hgk (h E H, k E K) and suppose h =(x,, . . . , xc,; CT). Then g yields the 
matrix BE, = (5jj) with 5jj the cardinal of each intersection: 
SO, Efj = b;aj and then [B,,] = [B,,]. 
Clearly, @W&,1) = t&l. 
When @(HgK) = [B,,] we may choose the representative g acting exactly as in 
(2) and then it is clear that 
!iW(HgK) = HgK. 
Finally, suppose Y([B,,]) = HgK. Let us choose B,, such that the first el rows are 
equal to y(l)‘, the following e2 rows are am, etc. The representative g acts as in 
(2). Then, Kg-’ is the subgroup of .&,,,, of all permutations fixing the sets X, for 
15 rss where j is in X, if and only if 
r-l 
1+ kl, + c bk +,,rC:.isk4+ i bk+,,; 
i=l j=l 
for some k with Osk-cc,. 
The elements in H are those of Z,,,, which permute the sets (1,2, . . . , /1}, 
{I,+1 ,..., 241, . ..) {(&,-l)f,+l,..., &,1,}. 
It is straightforward but tedious to check that Hfl Kg-’ coincides with the sub- 
group of .I&,, given above. 0 
Lemma 4.10. Let r,, . . . , I-, be finite groups, di E B(c) for i = 1, . . . , s and e E /PJ. Let 
4 be the group homomorphism 
-q-W, x ... xr,) -.q,(r,) x ... xze(rs). 
Then, 6*(@3=, Te(di)) = T,(@S=, d;). 
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Proof. First we establish some notations: 
G=C,U’,)x...xZC,(rS). 
Kj=~jj(r2X ... Xr,>, j=O, 1, . . . . e. 
Kj=_Zj(T,X..-Xrs), j=O,l,..., e. 
Hj=(Cj(T,)x~~,j(T,))X~~,(r,)X...x~~,(r,), j=O,l,...,s. 









Observe that G has only one (W(Hj), &&)-double coset. 
Now, applying the Mackey theorem and using the commutativity of the diagram 
and Proposition (3.3)(iv), one has 
l$*y/* = /3*y*d*f*a*@* (3) 
Now, let us prove the lemma. 
If d,=X, is ar,-set for all i=l,..., s, then it is easy to check the result. We will 
prove it for d,=X,-X;, d2=Xz ,..., d,=X, with Xi ac-set (i=l,..., s) andX,‘a 
r,-set. With a similar process we would do it after that for any d2 E B(T,), 
and so on. 
Put z:=~*[T,(d,)OT,(X,)O...OT,(X,)I. 
Now, 
6*[T,(x,)o T,(X,)O-**o 2-,(X,)1 
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by (3) and the inductive hypothesis on s 
e-l 
= z+ c P*y*6*z*a*[(T,(d,)OT,_j(X;))OT,(X,O...OX,)] 
j=O 
by Proposition 4.2(iii) 
e-1 




= Zf c P*y*6*[(Ti(d,)0~(x2O...OX,))O(T,_j(X;) 
j=O 
0 Te_j(XzO ..*OXs))] 
by the inductive hypothesis on e for s=2 
e-l 
=z+ C P*Y*[Tj(d,OX,0...0X,)OT,~j(X;OX,O...OX,)] 
j=O 
by the definition of the cross product 
e-l 
=z+ C [Tj(dlXX~X*..XX,)~T,_j(X;XX~X.**XX,)]. 
j=O 
On the other hand, 
~*(T,(X,)O...OT,(X,)) = T,(X,O...OX,) 
zig0 [Tj(d, OX~O.~*OX~)X T~_j(X;OX~@***@X,)]. 
Thus, 
z = T,(d, OX,O~~~OX,). q 
Notations for the remainder of Section 4 (except Lemmas 4.15 and 4.18) 
&=(&I,..., E,) is an r-partition of k. 
k(&):=&,f~+~~~+E,f,. 
CU(E)=(O(E)1,..., W(E),) is an s-partition of k(e). 
e,:zJz;,)x.** xqq) +&,I, x .*’ X&J,. 
e;:q, x ... XZ&&-t&). 
0,=0;9,‘. 
n, : -&, a,, > x *a’ XCe,(&) +&, x “. x&. 
S,:&,, x-e. x‘zcr--*&. 
U-S b,a)=(@j’=, C,(aj))($S,*(b)). 
8’ W(E) : 40(E), G7,) x ... x40(e,sGn,> -‘&o(E),rnl x **. X40(c)sms. 
8” w(e) :&J(E),m, x .** X4o(s),m, -‘Z;(E),m,+...+W(E)sms. 
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e W(E) = C(E)%(E). 
7-L(&) f . %Eh <.&,> x **. X&(e,,G?,> ‘&(e), x -** X&(& 
6 W(E) . W(E)1 x . * * x &J(E)S -+ &(E) * 
Cycij’ , . . . , y(j)&} is the set of all s-partitions of 4. 
y(j)‘=(y(j)l, . . . . y(j)3 
t :=p, t ..’ +p,. 
A = (ati) is an N-matrix r x s with row sums (at/t, . . . ,&,I,) and column sums 
(ME),, ... , d&),). 
BE, is an N-matrix Ej xs with row sums (I,, . . . ,lj) and column sums (ajl, . . . , ajs). 
The classes [B,,] are defined as in Lemma 4.9. 
B is the ‘diagonal’ sum of [B,,] (j = 1, . . . , r). 
i I 
I&, 1 0 I El 
B= [B,,l I- &2 
0 **. ! 
VW 
s s . . . 
&l:c&?,,x . ..x~~.r,)x...x(Zh,lX...X~~a,S) 
-+ Kz,, x **. x&J x a** x(&,, x .-* x&J. 
e/l: c&7,, x ..* x&J x *. . x (&,, x -** XCa,)~ZIE,I,X...XZIErlr. 
@,4 : v,,, x 1.. x&)x **a x(zg,sX-** Xz~a,S)-‘~~(E), x*** X&(&. 
ep,+...+p,_,+q (l<q<pj) is the number of rows of BE, which are equal to y(j)9. 
HB=(&J~yy(,~; x a.. xz;~,~~)x -.. x&,,(Z’~~~~ x .-- xZyy(,p))x-. 
... x (~e,_p,+,(qr)~ x ... xqp,p x ... x&,qJycr,p *-* X&p)). 
HB(_Zm,): put Cr(j,y(C;nl) instead of Z;cj,p in HB for j=l,...,r; i=l,...,s; q= 
1 ,***,Pj* 
rle:H~-‘CE,(lCI,)~...~~~r(~,,). 
r : Hj --t HB is conjugation by g-l, where g=g, x 0.. x g, and gj is a representative 
of Y([B,,]) in Lemma 4.9 and defined in the same way. 
uB : H,gc, (&,, x a.0 x&J x ... x (& x -.a x&J 
Hj(Em,) is the subgroup of 
I(&, (&(I,; > x *a* x&,,(z;(*)~IM&,) x **. 
*.* x (&.,(-cy(l)Q x .** x~~~,(z;(,,pl))(~,,>l x *.*
*** x K&-pr+l(z;(qp x --* Xz_el(~~(rp))(&,> x ... 
*** x (-&,+, (+)g x *** x &,ql(,,fw&?,>l 
consisting of all elements such that the ‘component’ in 2,; is the same for all 
places where it occurs (i = 1, . . . , t). 
5,4 : G,, x **. x-&,,)<&,) x **. x(q_Qx ... x&pm,> 
4&J(E),Gt,) x **- x&,,,sGz,~. 
%(c) : G,,, x -*- xz~r,)<z~,) x ... x(Cqsx ... x&J<&,) 
+ (&,, x.-.x~~~,)x...x(Zb,sX’..X~~a,S). 
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Proposition 4.11. Property 3 of Definition 4.4 is valid in B(S). 
Proof. Let DEB, a=a,+...+a, with ajEB(Z;/) (j=l,...,r), c=c~+***+c, 
with Ci E B(Z,,) (i= 1, . . . , s). 
We want to prove (bva)Vc=bV(aVc). 
(bva)vc= C (8,),L(c,b,a) vc 
L E 1 
by the Mackey theorem and Lemma 4.7 (put U= (@r= 1 Twcck (Ci))) 
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by the Mackey theorem and Lemma 4.9 
by Proposition 3.6: T&)(@~)* = ($A)*E&); SO, Z&,puA*(ug)* = 
~:,,,(Pu,‘)*(~,)* = ~:(&ilb)* = mil)*(W*G 
= ; & ; ; (e,(,))*[u((~~)*(p,‘)*(~B)*~~~*~~~(&, ha))1 
by Lemma 4.12 and Frobenius reciprocity 
= ED R&t4 Pii -B ‘u )* t[~B*(iiiA1)*~A*(uI)1[71g*T*r~L(&, ha)11 
by Lemma 4.13 and <,=id 
by Lemma 4.14 
by PrOpOSitiOn 3.3 (put @i=, T,,,,(@=, Ty(h),(~i)) = V and 
‘%(@:,=, &yCh,)“=“l) 
= Cn,(r*( V 
U 
)( GT*r; [ $_ G,(4i)]) (dr*+fs*(b))] 
by Lemma 4.16 
= c A* (T*(V) (?* [ &)I Ta,$$h,6:(,(ah))]) (f&*d%%;@))] 
f3 
by Lemma 4.17 and Proposition 3.3(i),(iv) applied to s 
by Proposition 4.2(iv) (remember If= ...) and Frobenius reciprocity 
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= ; (Qa)* 
by Lemma 4.18 
at,, 41) (d%(b))] 
= ; (@A* 
K 
= b v (a v c). 
ah - 41) b-@f @)I] 
‘The last equality is due to 






where hj =pI $ ..’ fpj_1 + 1, .,. ,Pl + .*. +Pj 
hj. 0 
and ah =aj when h is equal to some 
Lemma 4.12. Let D= {o = (ol, . . . , at): a a t-partition of k} and A4 = (B: B as 
defined in notations). 
Then there exists a bijective map x : D --f M. 
Proof. For a E D we define x(a) = B, the ‘diagonal sum’ of [B,,] (j = 1,. . . , r) with 
B, the matrix consisting of ah rows equal to am, where h =p, + ~1. +pj_ 1 + q and 
lrqsp,. 
Mapping each matrix B to the partition a which has a,, = number of rows of the 
jth ‘diagonal’ component of B, (B,,), equal to y(j)q (h=p, + ... +pj_l +q) we 
obtain an inverse map of x. 0 
Observations. 
card D = card M = c 
E [ ::]--_i:]~ 
where E=(E,,..., E,) ranges over all r-partitions of k and (2) is the number of com- 
binations of pj elements, E, at a time, when repetitions are allowed. 
Note that now a determines an r-partition of k: E = (E,, . . . , 6,) with Ej = 
aP,+...+p,_,+t ++*.+aP,+...+p,, a matrix A whose rows are the column sums of the 
matrices BE,, an s-partition of k(e): O(E) given by the column sums of A, and 
obviously a matrix B. 
The following picture may be useful: 
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Lemma 4.13. There exists an inner automorphism [ ofthe group &,~E~,,,,,+...+W~E~Sms 
such that 
Proof. First, observe that 
a,n, + *-. + (Ttq = O(&)lwz, + ... + cO(&),m,. 
Now, forgetting [, both compositions are homomorphisms from HBg<&) 
to G,,, + ... +fJtn{ and all components are either inclusions or conjugations in 
.z rJlnl+...+u,n,’ Cl 
Lemma 4.14. 
Proof. It is not difficult to check that 
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by Proposition 4.2(iii) 
by Proposition 4.2(v) 
by Lemma 4.10 
Lemma 4.15. Let !P: r+ Q be a group homomorphism and pk =&k(Y) : CkUT --t 
&(Q) (ICE N). Then 
TkY* = PST,. 
Proof. The following diagram commutes for Q-sets: 
n &&k(Q)) F kFo B&d-)) 
k?O 
z 
TY* is a homomorphism from ‘+’ to ‘3’. Finally, (nk.,o Yz)T is a homomor- 
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by Proposition 4.2(iii) and putting hj =pl + -1. +pj_l + 1, . . . , 
PI + .‘* +pj 
by Lemma 4.15 
Proof. ritB=nB?, and then it is easy to check that 
Lemma 4.18. Let Y: Sz + I- be a monomorphism of finite groups. Let pk = 
.&(yI) : .?$<Q> --t&(r) (k E N). Then 
Tk u/, = (%),Tk. 
Proof. Similarly to Lemma 4.15, it is easy to show that both compositions are 
homomorphisms from ‘+’ to ‘z’. Then, it is enough to check the commutativity 
for O-sets, and this can be checked as in [9, Proposition 2.91. 0 
Properties 1 and 4 of Definition 4.4 are valid in B(S) (take for ‘e’ the _&-set of 
one element). Then, from Propositions 4.8 and 4.11, we have 
Theorem 4.19. The operation composition ’ v ’ defined in Definition 4.5 makes the 
graded ring B(S) = BkzO B(Zk) an operator ring. 0 
Note. Rymer [12] states the same theorem by using the definition of Burnside ring 
of a compact Lie group to avoid formal negatives in constructing a group from a 
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semigroup. But he defines the operation (b V a) only for elements ‘a’ in B(&) (any 
k) and not for any element ‘a’ in B(S). 
5. Some notes on /3-rings 
First we take the definition of P-ring given by Rymer in [12]: 
Definition 5.1. A P-ring is a commutative ring C with identity and a composition 




for all a, b E B(S), c E C. 
Let r be a finite group. We define the composition 
B(Z) x B(T) -+ B(T) 
by means of 
a. c = @,)*a: [GYa) T,(c)1 
where 
QEB(-&), c E B(r), 
a,:.qxr+&,(r) ((a,g)w(g,...,g;a)), 
71,: w-) -+ z, ~r:.,qxr+r. 
This composition can be extended by left additivity to all elements in B(S). But 
it does not seem to be easy to prove that B(T) becomes a P-ring. In particular, prop- 
erty 3 may be complicated, because it is not enough to take b E B(&) for some m; 
in fact, we have to take b = bi + ..* + b,, with bj E B(&J (j = 1,. . . ,s). 
Theorem 5.2. The homomorphism !P : B(S) --f R(S) induced by assigning to a finite 
_&-set X the complex .&-representation C(X) on the set X as basis is a homomor- 
phism of operator rings. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the definitions of ‘V’ in B(S) and R(S) by 
showing that !P commutes with inductions, restrictions and with the maps Tk (fk of 
[91)- 0 
Note that it is not enough to prove Y(b V a)= Y(b) V Y(a) with OE B(&) for 
some rE N, as Rymer does. In fact, it is not possible to apply [5, Lemma (4.6)] 
because the set {~EB(Z,.); rE tN> is not closed under addition. 
Let il be the ring of all A-operations. By composing OY, where f3 : R(S) --f A is the 
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map a- r” (see [9]), we obtain a homomorphism of operator rings B(S) 4 /1. So, 
every A-ring is a P-ring. 
From now on we use the definition of b-ring given by Morris and Wensley [II]: 
Let P=l_l,zO {&-sets}. 
Definition 5.3. A P-ring is a commutative ring C with identity together with a 
function: 
p:pxc-*c, P(X, c) = P(X) * c 
such that 
(1) p(x+x’).c=p(x)*c+p(x’).c, 
(2) P(XxX’) * c= (PW)~ c>uw * CL 
(3) P(Xv Y). c=P(X). (P(Y)* c), 
(4) P(e) e c = c, 
where X,X’, Y are elements of P. Both X and X’ are &.-sets for the same TE N. 
And e is the &-set of one element. 
A priori Definition 5.3 is weaker than Definition 5.1. 
Let I- be a finite group. We define in B(T) the /3-operations 
/?(X).c=X.c 
where XEP, CEB(T) and X.c is as a.c above. 
Rymer proves in [12, Theorem 21 that B(T) is a P-ring with Definition 5.3, not 
5.1. With our definition of the P-operations it is not necessary to use the structure 
of compact Lie group in order to prove that theorem, because, by [5, Lemma (4.6)], 
we can suppose c is a r-set and then the proof is similar to Rymer’s one. 
Observe that this answers the question of Boorman [2, p. 1491 without using com- 
pact Lie groups. 
Finally, B(S) is a P-ring (both with Definitions 5.1 and 5.3) with the action 
p(X).c=Xvc (XEP, CEB(S)). 
TO prove that B(S) is precisely the free P-ring in one generator (with Definition 
5.3) is equivalent to show the equivalence between Definitions 5.1 and 5.3. We do 
not know whether this is true or not; our opinion is that B(S) is, in fact, the free 
j-ring in one generator. 
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